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Studies of ion pumps, such as ATP synthetase and Ca2+-ATPase, have a

long history. The crystal structures of several kinds of ion pump have been

resolved, and provide static pictures of mechanisms of ion transport. In

this study, using fast-scanning atomic force microscopy, we have visualized

conformational changes in the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase

(SERCA) in real time at the single-molecule level. The analyses of individ-

ual SERCA molecules in the presence of both ATP and free Ca2+ revealed

up–down structural changes corresponding to the Albers–Post scheme. This

fluctuation was strongly affected by the ATP and Ca2+ concentrations,

and was prevented by an inhibitor, thapsigargin. Interestingly, at a physio-

logical ATP concentrations, the up–down motion disappeared completely.

These results indicate that SERCA does not transit through the shortest

structure, and has a catalytic pathway different from the ordinary Albers–

Post scheme under physiological conditions.

Introduction

Skeletal muscle contraction is subject to actin-linked

regulation by troponins [1,2]. The physiological player

in its molecular mechanism is Ca2+, which is released

into the cytoplasm from the sarcoplasmic reticulum

(SR) through the Ca2+-release channel. This removes

the troponin inhibition of the actin–myosin interaction,

and induces muscle contraction. When the muscle

relaxes, Ca2+ needs to be removed from the cytoplasm

by the Ca2+-pump (Ca2+-ATPase) [3,4], which accu-

mulates Ca2+ inside the SR against its concentration

gradient. The importance of the SR Ca2+-pump was

realized in the early 1960s by Ebashi and Lipmann

[5,6] and, since then, most of the molecular compo-

nents in the regulation of skeletal muscle contraction

have been identified, crystallized, and have their genes

cloned [1,2,7]. In this study, the motion of the

Ca2+-pump (sarco-endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-

ATPase 1a, SERCA) in the rabbit SR membrane was

captured by using fast-scanning atomic force micros-

copy (FSAFM) [8–10].

Results and Discussion

Up–down motion of SERCA

Purified SR vesicles containing SERCA were directly

immobilized on a mica surface through electrostatic

force without any modification or chemical treatment

(solid supported membrane [11,12]). It appears that

the vesicles (the diameters of which vary from several

tens to hundreds of nanometers) can be adsorbed on

the mica surface without being broken, resulting in

‘double membranes’, and these flatten on the mica sur-

face with a thickness of � 10 nm. Unfortunately, the

smallness of the vesicles and their loose adhesion to

the mica surface make FSAFM observation difficult.
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On the other hand, after treatment with deoxycholate

(DOC), a detergent that is frequently used to solubilize

and further purify SERCA for crystallization [13,14],

some SR membranes fused with each other and were

adsorbed onto the mica surface as lipid bilayer mem-

branes with a thickness of 5.1 ± 0.6 nm [mean ±

standard deviation (SD), N = 23]. These DOC-treated

SR membranes immobilized on the mica surface con-

tained well-separated SERCA, the density of which

was less than a few SERCA molecules per lm2, owing

to the partial formation of 2D crystals. These were

used for FSAFM analysis. The quality of the mem-

branes was always ensured by SDS ⁄PAGE, atomic

force microscopy (AFM), and immunofluorescence

microscopy (Fig. S1A,B, Doc. S1).

The immobilization force in our specimen was

strong enough to minimize the random diffusion of

SERCA molecules, resulting in an averaged 2D diffu-

sion coefficient of 0.4 ± 0.2 nm2Æs)1 (mean ± SD).

Thus, SERCA molecules keep the same position dur-

ing single line scanning [8,15] by FSAFM. This means

that the previously demonstrated single line scanning

(2D) observation technique, which has much higher

time resolution than the normal (3D) observation tech-

nique, is available for short-duration (< 1 s) observa-

tion. However, this immobilization force did not

interfere with the flexible conformational changes of

SERCA molecules in the membrane on the mica sur-

face (for details, see below).

In a buffer solution containing both 10 nm ATP and

100 lm free Ca2+, FSAFM captured the motion of

the SERCA molecule (purple dot) embedded in the

single lipid bilayer on mica (Fig. 1A, Movie S1). Up–

down motions and shape changes between taller (com-

pacted) and shorter (open and Y-shaped) forms of

SERCA molecules were clearly evident. The most

straightforward interpretation of these results is that

the height fluctuation and shape changes correspond

to the conformational changes (long-distance move-

ment of the N-domain and rotational motion of the

A-domain) of SERCA during the ATP-mediated ion

transport reaction [14,16–19].

The single line scanning method [8,15], in which an

AFM probe repeatedly scanned on a single line

(along the y-axis direction in Fig. 1B) at a rate of

250–1000 Hz, provided a higher time resolution than

the normal (3D) observation technique (a few frames

per second), and the rapid up–down conformational

changes of SERCAs were repeatedly observed as

sharp peaks (Fig. 1B, black arrowhead). The short-

lived elevated state of SERCA was 2.3 ± 0.4 nm

(mean ± SD, N = 65) taller than the other states.

This elevation value is very similar to the height

difference between the E1Ca2+ form [14], in which

the N-domain is widely separated from the A-domain

and P-domain, and the other compacted forms of

SERCA (E1ATP, E1P, E2P, and E2) estimated from

3D structural models [14,16–18]. To test this sugges-

tion, the heights of the E1Ca2+ form (shorter struc-

ture) and the E2 form (one of the taller structures)

were measured. In the buffer solution containing

100 lm free Ca2+ (with an EGTA-Ca2+ buffering

system; see Experimental procedures) without any

nucleotide, it was expected that most SERCA would

remain as the ATP-unbound and Ca2+-bound

E1Ca2+ form. In the histogram (Fig. 2A) of the dis-

tribution of the height of the projection of the embed-

ded molecule above the flat membrane surface, the

average height was 5.4 ± 0.8 nm, which is in good

agreement with the height of the cytoplasmic domain

estimated from the X-ray crystallography data of the

E1Ca2+ form [14]. In the buffer solution containing

10 nm free Ca2+ without any nucleotide (Fig. 2B),

the addition of 10 lm thapsigargin (TG), which fixes

the enzyme in a form analogous to E2 [16,20,21],

shifted the averaged height to a higher value. The his-

togram of the height difference after incubation with

TG clearly illustrated two peaks near 5.4 ± 0.7 nm

and 7.2 ± 1.0 nm (Fig. 2C). The mean value of the

taller peak (7.2 nm) corresponds well to the height of

the cytoplasmic domain of SERCA in the E2 state

[16]. Although we used purified proteins, some

deformed protein (< 40%), resulting from the sample

preparation procedure or FSAFM scanning, could be

contained. Therefore, some SERCAs that do not

undergo conformational changes at all over the period

of observation in the presence of both ATP and

Ca2+ were excluded from the following analyses.

Visual characteristics of the Albers–Post scheme

The number of peaks (i.e. the number of up–down

conformational changes of SERCA) per unit time was

dependent on the ATP concentration (Fig. 1B,C). The

number of peaks within 1 s was counted in the pres-

ence of 100 lm free Ca2+ and various concentrations

(0–100 lm) of ATP, and the data are plotted in

Fig. 3A. The graph shows a clear dependence on ATP

concentration, although only the frequencies at med-

ium (1 lm), extremely high and low ATP concentra-

tions are shown, owing to limitations in experimental

accuracy. The maximum number of conforma-

tional changes of SERCA seen under our experimental

conditions was about 50 s)1. These height fluctuations

were only observed in the presence of both ATP and

Ca2+, and the motion was strongly inhibited by
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addition of TG to the buffer solution. Considering the

crystallography data and the fact that, under normal

buffer conditions, the SERCA reaction usually goes in

one direction (catalytic direction) in the Albers–Post

scheme (Fig. S1C) [4,22,23], one peak corresponds to

one catalytic cycle (Ca2+-binding shorter conforma-

tion fi ATP hydrolysis-mediated elevated conforma-

tions fi Ca2+-binding shorter conformation), and

the number of peaks must correspond to the velocity

of the catalytic cycle of SERCA. Interestingly, the

turnover rate, ATP concentration dependency and TG

inhibition of up–down motion are quite similar to

those of ATPase activity and Ca2+ uptake reported

previously [24,25]; for example, a conventional bio-

chemical assay showed that the turnover rate of ATP

hydrolysis of SERCA linearly increased with ATP

concentrations of � 1 lm [26].

The lifetime of the elevated conformation (i.e. peak

width) in the presence of both ATP and Ca2+ was

measured in the single line FSAFM images, and

Fig. 1. Single-molecule imaging of SERCA dynamics in the presence of nucleotide and Ca2+. (A) Time-lapse sequence FSAFM images of

SERCA in the SR membrane on a mica surface in a buffer solution were obtained in the presence of 10 nM ATP and 100 lM free Ca2+ with

192 · 144 pixels at a rate of one frame per second. The images (40 · 40 pixels) presented here were selected from the original data without

any modification. Scale bars: 20 nm. The z-scale is 20 nm. The resulting profiles are shown in the corresponding lower panel. The broken

line indicates a height of 5.5 nm from the membrane surface. (B, C) Single line scan (2D observation) FSAFM images of SERCA were

obtained in the presence of 100 lM free Ca2+ and in the presence of 10 nM (B) and 1 lM ATP (C), respectively [scanning rate of 250 Hz,

scan scale of 208 nm (y-axis direction in the FSAFM images), and z-scale of 40.0 nm]. In these FSAFM images, individual SERCA molecules

can be seen as tubular features. The lower panels show the x-axis cross-sections positioned at the line indicated by the arrow beside the

FSAFM images, which represent typical height fluctuations under the conditions used. The x-axis is time and the y-axis is the height of

SERCA. SERCA structures 2–3 nm taller (elevated conformations) and height fluctuations can be seen as the bright (white) sharp signals.

These up–down conformational changes of SERCA were repeatedly observed.
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plotted as a histogram (Fig. 3B,C). The histogram was

simply fitted to a single-exponential model to obtain

the rate constant of the nucleotide-induced conforma-

tional change: F(t) = C1k1 exp() k1t), where F(t) is

the number of elevated conformation with a lifetime t,

C1 is the number of the total events, and k1 is the rate

constant. The obtained rate constants (k1) were

0.15 ms)1 at 10 nm ATP and 0.17 ms)1 at 100 lm

Fig. 2. Histograms of the height differences between the top of

SERCA and the surface of the membrane. Statistical section analy-

ses of SERCA were performed with the data obtained in the pres-

ence of (A) 100 lM free Ca2+ (N = 78), (B) 10 nM free Ca2+

(N = 54), (C) 10 nM free Ca2+ and 10 lM TG, after 30 min incuba-

tion (N = 82). The lines are Gaussian fits of the height difference

data.
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Fig. 3. ATP concentration dependence of the SERCA reaction. (A)

Number of peaks per second with 100 lM free Ca2+ and increasing

ATP concentrations in the range 10 nM to 100 lM. (B, C) Typical

distributions of the lifetime of the elevated conformations of

SERCA in the presence of 100 lM free Ca2+ and 10 nM (B) and

100 lM ATP (C). The histograms were fitted with a single-exponen-

tial function by using the following equation: F(t) = C1k1 exp() k1t),

where F(t) is the number of elevated conformation C1 is the num-

ber of the total events, and k1 is the rate constant. The rate con-

stants (k1) were obtained by the nonlinear least-square curve-fitting

method.
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ATP, respectively. The rate constant did not depend

on the nucleotide concentration in the range from

10 nm to 100 lm, indicating that the up–down confor-

mational change of SERCA (i.e. the reaction after

ATP binding) did not require further ATP binding or

hydrolysis, and that once a single ATP hydrolysis

reaction started, it was not affected by additional

ATP.

The time courses of height fluctuation in the presence

of a much lower free Ca2+ concentration and various

ATP concentrations are summarized in Fig. 4A. The

data clearly show that a sharp peak (quick up–down

conformational change of SERCA) was rarely observed

and that the lifetime of the elevated conformation was

apparently increased. The increased lifetime of the ele-

vated conformation at low Ca2+ concentration could

reasonably be a reflection of lowered ATPase activity at

low Ca2+ concentrations [25]. Thus, the conformational

change from the elevated conformation to the shorter

conformation was dependent on Ca2+ concentration.

This means that the transition from elevated to shorter

conformations represented the Ca2+-binding-step, the

E1 fi E1Ca2+ transition, and that the E1 state, which

has not been crystallized, also has an elevated structure.

The elongation time of the elevated state at a low free

Ca2+ concentration easily explains the Ca2+ concentra-

tion dependency of the ATPase activity measured by

biochemical experiments [25].

SERCA dynamics under physiological conditions

In a buffer solution containing both 1.0 mm ATP and

100 lm free Ca2+, approximating physiological ATP

conditions, SERCA molecules maintained elevated

structures for a long time without up–down motions,

even though the time resolution of FSAFM measure-

ment was increased up to 1000 kHz (Fig. 4B). We note

that the AFM probe stayed on the SERCA for only

50 ls during a single line scan, indicating that our

experimental method can potentially detect short-lived

shorter structures with a time resolution of 50 ls. If

the Albers–Post scheme reaction mechanism can be

applied at higher ATP concentrations, the time

between peaks should be shortened. Actually, this was

true in our experiments up to several 100 lm. How-

ever, it is also notable that, at much higher ATP con-

centrations, we could not detect the shorter form at all

with a time resolution of 50 ls. This fact suggests two

possibilities: one is that the lifetime of the smaller form

is < 50 ls; another is that SERCA does not have a

shorter form under these conditions. As the conforma-

tional change from shorter to elevated structures is

induced by binding of ATP, such a diffusion process

will not be so fast. Furthermore, assuming that the

lifetime of the shorter form is < 50 ls, it becomes dif-

ficult to understand ATPase activity at an even higher

ATP condition (above 1 mm) [24]. It is due to the life-

time of the elevated conformation being independent

of ATP concentration and the average lifetime was in

the order of ms (Figure 3B,C). Therefore, we propose

that SERCA does not have the shorter (E1Ca2+) form

at higher ATP concentrations.

In conclusion, at physiological ATP concentrations

(of the millimolar order), SERCA does not transit the

E1Ca2+ state [14], in which SERCA has the shortest

structure, and has a catalytic pathway different from

the ordinary Albers–Post scheme. This hypothesis is

further supported by previous X-ray crystallographic

Fig. 4. Typical single line scan data obtained with buffer conditions. (A) Representative single line scan graphs obtained at increasing ATP

concentration in the range 0–100 lM and in the presence of 10 nM and 100 lM free Ca2+. (B) Sequential single line scan graphs (which corre-

spond to an observation period of � 2 s) in the presence of both 1 mM ATP and 100 lM free Ca2+. The broken lines indicate heights of

5.5 nm and 8.0 nm from the membrane surface.
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studies [27,28], in which the E2P*-ATP, E2-ATP and

Ca2E1–P-ADP structures were crystallized; SERCA

assumes its compact structure during the whole reaction

cycle under physiological conditions. It is also notable

that many biochemical experiments have shown that

ATP exhibits an additional stimulatory effect on

the reaction cycle at higher ATP concentrations

(> 100 lm) [24], like the Na+ ⁄K+-ATPase [29–31].

Experimental procedures

Materials

All chemicals used in these experiments were of reagent

grade. SR was purified and washed with DOC as described

previously [13,14]. The purified SR and DOC-washed SR

were stored in liquid nitrogen. The protein concentration in

SR was determined with the Bradford protein assay (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) calibrated by quantitative amino

acid analysis. Before use, the stock SR (or DOC-washed

SR) solution was diluted (50 lgÆmL)1 for SERCA in

75 mm Mops ⁄KOH, 150 mm KCl, 7.5 mm MgCl2, 0.6 mm

CaCl2 and 0.5 mm EGTA, pH 7.0).

FSAFM observation

Our FSAFM system was developed on the basis of the sys-

tem described by Ando et al. [10]. Details are given in our

previous paper [8]. We used newly developed piezo scan-

ners, the resonance frequencies of which are xy 30 kHz and

z 600 kHz. Small silicon nitride cantilevers were used

(BL-AC7EGS-A2 cantilevers; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Their resonant frequencies in water were � 600 kHz, and

the spring constants in water were � 0.1–0.2 NÆm)1. Each

cantilever had an electron beam deposited probe. The tem-

perature around the scanning area on the sample surface

was estimated to be � 40 �C.
A 3 lL droplet of diluted SR (or DOC-washed SR) solu-

tion was directly applied onto the surface of freshly cleaved

mica (the diameter is 1.0 mm). After incubation for 30 min

at room temperature, the sample was gently washed several

times with the buffer to remove unadsorbed SR and kept in

the same buffer solution until used. FSAFM imaging in tap-

ping mode was performed in the same buffer solution with

or without ATP, CaCl2, and TG (the final concentration of

TG was 10 lm). The various CaCl2 concentrations used to

obtain the required free Ca2+ concentrations were calculated

with maxc helator (http://maxchelator.stanford.edu), using

the dissociation constants therein [32].

All FSAFM images were obtained with a scanning speed

of typically one to five frames per second for 3D observa-

tion and 250 Hz or 1000 Hz (lines per second) for 2D

observation. Movie (images) analysis was performed with

imagej (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).
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